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More than two millennia have passed since tropical forests
in Central America housed the rise, splendor, and subsequent fall of the Maya civilization. Decline didn’t mean
disappearance, though, and today more than four million Maya
in Guatemala have inherited this culture, fused with elements
from other societies.
The Maya legacy includes cities with magnificent temples,
spacious plazas, and memorable stories etched onto many of
stelae and walls. Guatemala’s territory covers more than 20
major cities built during the three main periods of
Maya civilization: Preclassic (ca 1800 B.C.-A.D. 250), Classic
(250-900), and Postclassic (900-1502).

El Mirador
Take a guided multi-day trek (or helicopter
ride) to this vast Preclassic Maya site spread
across 39 square kilometers (15 square
miles) of dense virgin rainforest. The size of
El Mirador’s structures dwarfs those of other
Maya sites—the tallest pyramid complex, La
Danta, reaches 72 meters (236 feet) and
has a base that would cover more than 15
football fields.
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GIRL IN TRADITIONAL HUIPIL DRESS, FRIDAY MARKET, ZUNIL, QUETZALTENANGO
ROGER HAMILTON

Maya Heritage

NAACHTÚN DOS
LAGUNAS BIOTOPE

Río Azul

MIRA D O R- RÍO A Z U L
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“The importance of the Tikal archaeological site draws on
the unique location in the heart of the tropical forest and
the singular management of geographic, natural, and human
resources.”

El Tintal
San Bartolo

La Florida
LAGUNA DEL
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El Patrocinio
Natural Reserve
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MARITIME-LIFE WATCHING TOURS
A six-hour boat tour lets you get close to
pilot whales, dolphins, sea turtles, and
manta rays. Learn about marine wildlife
conservation and how to care for these
seafaring creatures.
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Bilbao

Natural or scenic area
Other point of interest
Tour
Urban area
Protected area
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Roberto Woolfolk Saravia Museum of
Paleontology and Archaeology
Peruse the collection of prehistoric
animal skeletons and fossils, including
a 10,000-year old mastodon and a
giant sloth.
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Celebration of the Black
Christ of Esquipulas

Esquipulas
Wend your way through the marketplace
and pick up your own toquilla—a brightlycolored string used to decorate hats,
cars, and other objects to commemorate
your pilgrimage to the town. Step inside
the Basilica of Esquipulas, also known
as the Shrine of the Black Christ, for a
look at the dark wooden image of Jesus
on a cross that has drawn pilgrims here
since 1595.
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Maya They Still Are
Take a deep breath, enjoy the smell of nature, listen carefully, and indulge in the notes of the marimba—Guatemala’s
national instrument. Open your eyes to the kaleidoscope of
evolving culture. In Guatemala, Ladino, Xinka, Garífuna, and
Maya people share their unique qualities.
The Maya represent about 40 percent of Guatemala’s total
population, gathered in 22 ethnic groups. Each group speaks
its own language, performs its own music, and creates its own
art, but they share the understanding of the world inherited
from their ancestors. In all that they do, they strive for balance
with an infusion of respect—for themselves, their beliefs, and
the nature that surrounds them. Maya they were, Maya they
still are.
“The Rabinal Achí, a 24 hour dance-drama that has been in
the same family for five generations, takes place during the
festival honoring St. Paul. Before it begins, seven ceremonies
are celebrated in different holy places so we can worship our
ancestors and the Heart of Sky. The Rabinal Achí dance-drama
tells the story of two Maya princes, Rabinal Achí and K’iche’
Achí. The drama tells the story of the first prince punishing
the second for trying to invade the city and for breaking
Maya laws.”
—Manuel Coloch, director’s assistant, Rabinal Achí
dance-drama, Rabinal
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Ipala Volcano and Lagoon
Follow the well-marked path for one to two
hours to the summit’s picturesque crater
lake and bunk in a cabin overnight.
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Chiquimulilla Canal
This 140-kilometer (87-mile) long
navigable canal is surrounded by lush
vegetation, including mangroves and
wetlands, ideal for birdwatching. It is also
the gateway to some beautiful beaches on
the east side of the Pacific coast.
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MONTERRICO MULTIPLE

USE AREA
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Hawaii Park
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MAYA CEREMONY AT SACRED SITE, CHICABAL VOLCANO AND LAGOON, QUETZALTENANGO
GUATEMALA TOURISM BOARD - INGUAT

Life is Everywhere

Places less Traveled

“Guatemala’s 14 life zones are full of natural resources
and biodiversity that vary from dry forests to tropical humid
forests. Within just a few miles you can witness profound
changes in the landscape, climate, flora, and fauna.”
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Piedra de los Compadres
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Some boundaries shown are not necessarily
those recognized by the National Geographic
Society but reflect legal requirements of the
Republic of Guatemala.
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Lake Ayarza
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Los Amates Waterfalls
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WILDLIFE REFUGE
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PUNTA DE MANABIQUE
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-@R@FT@  Altaventura Airpark

SURFING
Guatemala’s 240-plus kilometers (150-plus
miles) of black sand beach are a well-kept
secret among surfers. Catch a world class
wave formed by two new jetties or learn to
surf from a professional instructor—either
way, you’re likely to have your own private
stretch of coastline. Some of the best surfing spots are Sipacate, Iztapa, and Tulate.
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SPORTS FISHING
The Guatemalan waters of the Pacific
Ocean are world famous for sport fishing,
especially of sailfish. The country holds
world records for sailfish releases in a day
and international tournaments are held
often. Specialized hotels, marinas, and
tour operators offer you the chance to
experience sport fishing year-round.
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Pino Dulce
Ecological Park
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NATIONAL PARK
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Tatasirire Waterfalls Ecotourism Park
6NKB@MN
Relax and swim in ponds formed by the park’s *TL@X
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many waterfalls or hike, bike, or ride horse3@M 0DCQN 0HMTK@

back through the different nature trails. For an
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adrenaline rush, experience the giant swings,
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canopy trails, or rappel the cliffs.
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Cotzumalguapa
Cultural Museum
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Las Conchas
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SIERRA DE LAS MINAS
BIOSPHERE RESERVE
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Cloud Forest Biological Corridor
Take your pick of the 14 protected areas
and you might find yourself hiking through
cloud forest or pine forest, swimming at
the bottom of Salto de Chilascó, a nearly
305-meter (1,000-foot)-high waterfall,
or learning about community-based
conservation efforts. Keep your eyes
peeled for the brightly-colored quetzal,
Guatemala’s national bird, at the Mario
Dary Protected Biotope.
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Rey Marcos Caves
Follow your guide into the grotto and
view massive stalagmites. Swim in
the natural pools, popular with locals
on the weekends (there is also a
children's pool). 3DM@GT
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Tulate Beach
Eco Hotel
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PACAYA VOLCANO
NATIONAL PARK

El Baúl
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Festival
Museum
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Rafting on Nahualate River
The perfect one-day whitewater
rafting trip out of Antigua Guatemala

0TDAKN .TDUN
or Guatemala City. Experience an
4HPTHR@SD
exciting blend of tunnel chutes and
big wave trains.
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Tak’alik Ab’aj
Visit the museum and wander the grounds
of the only site in Mesoamerica with remnants of both Olmec and Maya cultures.

La Chorrera-Manchón Guamuchal
Private Natural Reserve
Paddle gently through the mangroves, palm
forests, and marshes of this Ramsar site—a
wetland of international importance—where
migrating sparrow hawks, herons, and egrets
rest during winter months. Find a boat or guide
in the town of Tilapa.

Mario Dary
Protected Biotope

-NCDRSN
-DMCDY

Saquijá Community Rafting Tours
Certified rafting tour guides from the
Q’eqchi’ community of Saquijá offer you
a unique rafting experience with a blend
of adventure and culture all mixed into
one exciting tour.



Cahabón
River rafting
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Garífuna ethnic group
Experience traditional dance, drum
music, song, and ceremony of this
native Caribbean culture.
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Semuc Champey Natural Monument
Explore a natural limestone bridge of nearly
305 meters (1,000 feet), under which
flows the Cahabón river. Dip in water that
cascades from one pond to the next, walk
the interpretive trails, birdwatch, or picnic
in what many consider Guatemala’s most
scenic spot.

Chirrepeco Tea Tour
Take the only tea plantation tour offered
in Guatemala and learn about the
community cooperative that operates
the farm. Stay at the nearby hotel Casa 3@MS@ #@S@KHM@
NBGHB

4@L@GT del Bosque.
,@ 4HMS@
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Rabin Ajaw
Indigenous Festival
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Hun Nal Ye Ecological Park
Fish or kayak through rivers and lagoons.
Ride the canopy line through rain forest and
over the river. Explore the park on horseback or bike. Rent binoculars and look out
for herons, kingfishers, parrots, and more.
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Candelaria Caves National ParkCandelaria Camposanto and Mucbilha’ 1
Prowl around the dark subterranean
chambers on foot or tube down the
underground river of this cave system
once considered the entrance to the Maya
underworld.
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Rabinal Achí
Dance 

GRAN JAGUAR, TEMPLE I OF THE CENTRAL PLAZA, TIKAL NATIONAL PARK, PETÉN
CARLOS LÓPEZ RUEDA
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Finca Las
Delicias

Finca Ixobel
Lodging to suit all preferences (from
camping to private bungalows), an organic
garden that provides produce for meals,
horseback trips through the surrounding
jungle, and modern conveniences such as
wireless internet access.
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Naj Tunich caves
Discovered in 1980, these caves
contain the most extensive collection
of Maya rock art and inscriptions yet
found. Step into a nearby chamber
to see replicas of hieroglyphs and
drawings of religious ceremonies and
human figures.

CA13
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Las Monjas Natural Pools
3L@KK B@RB@CHMF M@STQ@K
ONNKR VHSG OHBMHB E@BHKHSHDR

Rabinal
"!*! 6%2!0!:
Walk through the Rabinal Achí Community
Museum, which soberly depicts tragedies 3 H D Q Q @ C D # G T @ B T R
*NX@A@I experienced by the country's Maya people in
5
recent decades. Then divert yourself at the
Regional Museum of El Trapiche
%K #GNK
See the giant waterwheel and other remaining
-NS@FT Mundo Rabinal artisan center and scope out
@ handmade ceramics, textiles, and unique
structures from Central America's first sugar
crafts fashioned out of gourds from the
mill (established in 1601).
morro tree.

Hacienda
Chuacorral
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Regional Museum
of Southeastern Petén
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Cabro Waterfalls
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New Horizon Cooperative
Nature hikes and birdwatching offered
by a community of former guerillas
eager to share their principles and
practices of agritourism, equality, and
self-sufficiency.
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Cerro Cahuí Protected Biotope
More than 640 hectares (1,580 acres)
of tropical rainforest with well-maintained
trails perfect for hiking and birdwatching.
Make it all the way to the top for some
stunning views of Lake Petén Itza’.

Ixpanpajul Nature Park
Canopy tours, horseback riding,
bird watching, and other activities,
plus a lodge and a restaurant.

Cancuén
Walk the elevated interpretive trails
through this former Maya commerce hub
and seat of royals and the wealthy. Survey
the recently discovered (in 2000) 8thcentury Maya palace, one of the world’s
largest and still only partially uncovered.
Excavations are ongoing, and recent findings include an altar stone, 45-kilogram
(100-pound) carved stone panel, and a
mass grave.
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Santiaguito Volcano
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San Cristóbal Verapaz
In order to experience the town's Pokomchí Maya culture, start at CeCEP (Centro
Comunitario Educativo Pokomchí) and explore the center's Katinamit Museum, full
of objects, utensils, and musical instruments typical of a Pokomchí household.
The center also sells handmade crafts and
offers guided trips to nearby villages. You
can also visit the marimba factory, calvary
church, and the Pokom House.
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El Retiro Sanctuary
Slumber in a lakeside bungalow, walk the
jungle trails, take a dip in the lagoons, or
brave the snake museum.
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Punta de
Chiminos
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La Ruta del Mono
Canopy Tour
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San Pedro Sacatepéquez
 Municipal Regional Park
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Uspantán Laj Chimel Maya Community
Stay overnight with a K’iche’ Maya
family, take a marimba lesson, and hike
through cloud forest.
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Rey Canek
Lookout
Petencito Zoo

Aguateca

Cobán
Start your day with panoramic views from El
Calvario Church, set atop a hill with a staircase
lined with small altars where devout Q’eqchi’
Maya make offerings. Learn about gourmet
coffee production at Finca Santa Margarita, a
working plantation offering bilingual tours and
coffee tasting. Vivero Verapaz, displays thousands of blossoms including the rare Monja
Blanca, Guatemala's national flower.

Yaxhá

—Cristóbal Cojtí García, director, Center of Mayan Information,
Cosmogonical Identity, and Interculturality, Tecpán Guatemala

Yaxhá-Nakum-Naranjo National Park
This protected wetland of global
importance included in the RAMSAR
list because of its impressive lagoon
systems is also the scenario where
four main Maya cities thrived: Yaxhá,
Topoxté, Nakum, and Naranjo. El
Sombrero Ecological Camp is one
of the best lodging options for visiting
the park.

El
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Laguna Lachuá National Park
Walk four kilometers (2.5 miles) through
an interpretive natural trail to get to this
spectacular turquoise lagoon surrounded
by lush vegetation. Spend the night in
the hotel or camping area and enjoy
swimming and relaxing in this peaceful
paradise.

IXIL REGION
The towns of Santa María Nebaj, San Gaspar
Chajul, and San Juan Cotzal, with their
@R
M
]
spectacular landscape, are the home of
S@
M
the Ixil people. Admire the pre-Columbian
N
@ architecture of the homes where women,
B
who still wear their traditional outfits with
@M
TB
headdresses and antique silver coin earrings,
4Y
sit and weave every afternoon. Also choose
among a variety of trekking and hiking tours
to different small towns nearby.
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Soloma
Observe Q’anjob’al Maya people in
traditional clothing exchanging goods at
the region’s busiest trade market. Hike
to spectacular Pajaj waterfall, with a
30-meter (98-foot) cascade.
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El Cimarrón
An hour’s trek through plantations
and scrub leads to a sinkhole of vast
proportions—nearly 150 meters (492
feet) across and over 170 meters (558
feet) deep, with limestone walls and a
forested floor.
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Petexbatún Lagoon, Punta de Chiminos,
Aguateca, and Dos Pilas
Accessible through La Pasión River, the
Petexbatún Lagoon is a fisherman and
birdwatcher’s paradise. The lagoon is
also the access point to several archaeological sites built by the Maya to defend
themselves during the final phase of
their civilization: Punta de Chiminos, a
fortified artificial island; Aguateca, with
well-preserved remains of the fortified
city, as well as an impressive gorge that
runs through the site; and Dos Pilas with
its four hieroglyphic staircases. Chiminos
Island Lodge offers a luxury jungle experience when visiting the area.
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Yolnajab Lagoon
Also called Brava Lagoon, this remote fresh
water lake is known for its brilliant turquoise
water and surrounding natural beauty—rain
forests, lagoons, and mountains.

Tajumulco Volcano
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Indigenous
Languages
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Canopy Tour
Tikal

Naranjo
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Dos Pilas

Nakum

YAXHÁ-NAKUM-NARANJO
NATIONAL PARK
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SAN MIGUEL
LA PALOTADAEL ZOTZ
PROTECTED BIOTOPE
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Motul de
San José

Ceibal
Plazas, altars, stelae, and ball courts
remain in what may have been the
longest-continuously-inhabited
ancient Maya city (1,900 years).
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Center for Wildlife Rescue and
Rehabilitation
Get up close and personal with rescued
wild animals (macaws, monkeys, ocelots, and others) and learn about their
rehabilitation and release. Peruse the
insect museum or birdwatching station.
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“A Maya spiritual leader rises from a blackened altar. He takes
out a notebook and draws a triangle. The first point is spiritual
energy; the second, nature and science; the third point represents humans. All three exist in harmony, just like the nahuals
[Maya astronomical signs]. Our nahuals reveal our personal
virtues and abilities, but also our defects.”
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San José
A friendly lakeside village with a strong
Maya Itza’ presence. Meander through
the botanical garden of the Bio Itza’
Women’s Cooperative. Dip your feet in
the lake, dine by the shore, and sleep at
Hotel Bahía Taitzá.
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San Marcos Municipal
Regional Park
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Island and City of Flores
Meander the streets of this slow-paced island
village built on what was once the Maya capital
of Tayasal and ultimately became the ancient
civilization’s last stronghold against the Spanish. The town has a Caribbean feel, complete
with a vibrant nightlife and plenty of tourist
services. Take a boat ride to the archaeological
site of Tayasal (often confused with the island)
and follow the signs to El Mirador del Rey
Canek, a pyramid-top lookout with memorable
views of the lake and island.
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Cuchumatanes Plateau
Take in this unique landscape, exceptional
Unicornio Azul
for a tropical country like Guatemala. With
(NQRDA@BJ QHCHMF DWODCHSHNMR
KNCFHMF @MC GNLD BNNJDC LD@KR
elevations 2,740 meters (9,000 feet)

above sea level, the plateau is divided into
#GH@MSK@
Chivacabé
patches by living fences formed by rocks,
(TDGTDSDM@MFN
Zaculeu
agaves, and colorful flowers. The field is
covered with pastures and sheep, potato
and lima beans. Homes still retain a sense
of vernacular architecture.
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Huehuetenango
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Visit its impressive cathedral, trade market
(with many area residents in traditional
costume), central park, and nearby Zaculeu
archaeological site. This town is a good
base point for trips into the different
Tacaná Volcano
  L
attractions of the Cuchumatanes.
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Selegua River
Valley

Todos Santos Cuchumatán
Take Spanish classes or learn the local
Maya language, Mam, spoken by most of
the town’s residents. Visit the market on
Sundays and find expertly woven textiles.
Admire traditional colorful outfits still
worn by men in this town. Climb nearby
La Torre, the highest non-volcanic peak
in Central America.
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TOWNS OF THE CUCHUMATANES
Surprises abound for the adventurous visitor.
Near the Paykonob River Santa Eulalia is
famous for marimbas. Set amongst breathtaking scenery the Chuj Maya of San Sebastián
Coatán and San Mateo Ixtatán embroider some
of the world’s most beautiful textiles. Akateko
Maya cultural sites are found in San Miguel
Acatán and San Rafael La Independencia.
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El Perú-Waká
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Las Guacamayas
Biological Station
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Río Azul
Depending on your location, if you are in
Jacaltenango or in San Marcos Huista,
you can enjoy and admire this unique
river in different ways, like a breathtaking
landscape with drops that can reach 1,220
meters (4,000 feet) or a unique and incredible blue color river with very cold waters
that come out of the high Cuchumatanes
mountain range.
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—Celso Lara, director, Center for Folklore
Studies, University of San Carlos
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San Miguel La Palotada-El Zotz
Protected Biotope
Hike and camp in dense forest with lagoons
and swamps rich in biodiversity. At dusk
watch bats by the hundreds of thousands
descend from their high cliff dwelling into
the forest canopy. Visit the largely-unexcavated archaeological site of El Zotz and
contemplate the jungle, and with some luck,
the main temples of Tikal in the horizon.
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olleys of firecrackers fill the street
with a sulfurous cloud as
drums beat and horns
blare a raucous fanfare.
.NQSG
!LDQHB@
On come the dancers,
'5
wheeling and swaying, their cos!4%
-!,!
tumes emblazoned with embroidery
0@BH
E
/BD@ HB
and mirrors, their heads topped with
M
brilliant plumes.
Who is the choreographer? Who is the
composer? The answer is no one and everyone.
It is time and tradition, and a people with a
genius for filling the senses to overflowing.
This is the ancestral land of the Maya, where
ancient artists packed figures into their murals
until there was no room for more. Where the
huipil blouses of Maya women burst with flowers
and birds.
This I call Guatemalan Baroque. It is the
expression of an exuberant people who cannot
abide a blank space, even on a dinner plate.
Fiambre, one of many traditional dishes, may
contain 50 kinds of meats, cheeses, pickles,
vegetables, and even flowers, all to be eaten
not only by those present, but also by those
departed.
The world of the senses fuses with the realm
of the spirit and produces a cosmology that is
all our own. It binds together our people, not
only Maya, but Ladinos, Garífunas, and Xinkas;
and not just in the hills of Alta Verapaz, but in
nightclubs in Guatemala City’s Zona Viva.
Guatemala may be a millennial land, but it’s not
a museum. Our country is a tableau for living.

ESCONDIDO

Tikal National Park
Give yourself at least a day in Mesoamerica’s largest restored ancient Maya city—
temple complexes, plazas, and residential
buildings spread over 26 square kilometers
(10 square miles). Climb to the top of
Temple IV and look across the treetops to
other pyramids; wander through the rooms
of the Bat Palace; find intricately carved
stelae and altars scattered throughout this
UNESCO World Heritage site.

Bio Itza’ Indigenous Community
Reserve
A thriving community-run sustainable
forestry program. Visit the medicinal
plants garden. Meet Itza’ families and
learn how they have preserved their
traditional forest-based culture.
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Guatemala
Vivid color, nature’s dance
V

Tours to El Mirador
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—Oswaldo Gómez, archaeologist, Plaza de los Siete Templos
de Tikal Project, Tikal
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FISHERMAN, MONTERRICO MULTIPLE USE AREA
MICHELE FALZONE / JAI / CORBIS

PACAYA, AGUA, ACATENANGO, AND FUEGO VOLCANOES
ANGE BOURDA

—Lorena Calvo, biologist, Quetzaltenango

“Hear that? It’s a white-eared ground sparrow, Melozone leucotis, one of some 700 species of birds in Guatemala. When
birdwatchers want to see a particular species, I can take them
to the tree that produces the fruit that bird eats. Birdwatchers
don’t care about being wet, cold, or hungry. ‘Let’s first look for
birds,’ they say, ‘and then have breakfast’.”
—Josué Odías de León, nature guide, Suchitepéquez

VOLCANOES
Guatemalan volcanoes (around 30 according to popular knowledge, ten times that according to scientists) are an undeniable
part of the landscape anywhere around the volcanic chain and
can be climbed, often with help of a local guide. As you ascend
and enjoy varied ecosystems and landscapes you might spot
puma, wild boar, or the distinctive horned guan—a black and
white turkey-like bird in danger of extinction.

MONTERRICO MULTIPLE USE AREA
Tour the Chiquimulilla Canal within this protected area and
enjoy a wide display of life in this lush environment. Visit the
hatcheries of sea turtles, caimans, and green iguanas and learn
about the conservation efforts in the area. From July to December you can take part in the daily release of baby sea turtles.

Guatemala’s extremes allow you to start a journey at
sea level and rapidly rise to more than 4,175 meters
(13,700 feet). A cold day in the West can chill with
temperatures lower than 0ºC (32˚F), while a common
sunny day in the East can reach higher than 36ºC (97˚F).
But of course this diversity doesn’t come alone; it’s the
result of the country’s complex geography. Dry scrubs,
mountain forests, tropical jungles, mangrove forests,
and tropical savannahs define the panorama, offering a
wide variety of places to visit and things to do.
Hiking the country’s 34-volcano chain can take you
from Culma Volcano in Jutiapa (at 1,650 meters/5,413
feet, the lowest volcano in elevation), to the summit
of Tajumulco in San Marcos (4,220 meters/13,845
feet, the highest point of the Central American isthmus).
In Chiquimula you’ll find the renowned Black Christ
at the Basilica of Esquipulas. In the colder climes of
Huehuetenango, with its Andean environment, you might
discover a lost token of wild nature at El Cimarrón—a
hole in the ground approximately 170 meters (558 feet)
deep, with an almost unexplored forest at the bottom.

Blend of Flavors

TRADITIONAL PEPIÁN DISH
MARTHA MARTÍNEZ / KACAO RESTAURANT

Each dish in Guatemala’s cuisine has a blend of elements
from a wide range of origins, ranging from native peppers
and corn to Spanish olives and African coffee. As you journey
through Guatemala, the country’s tastes will vary from spicy
to sweet, from stewed to roasted.
“When it comes to food, we Guatemalans are very creative.
Mixing regional ingredients with traditional practices has
successfully brought out delicious cultural expressions. From
our country’s west, recipes include dried peppers, tomato,
sesame seeds, pepitoria—ground squash seeds—and pumpkin flowers. But in the east, you’ll see dairy products, loroco—
flower buds from the Fernaldia pandurata plant—cassava,
and coconut.”
—Euda Morales, chef, Guatemala City

“We grow food right here. The most popular item on our
menu is estofado, which consists of seven meats: beef, pork,
turkey, chicken, duck, rabbit, and lamb. It usually takes three
days to prepare. At the end, we add tomato, condiments and
annatto—a red seed that gives it color. This dish is accompanied by small tamales made from corn wrapped in the leaf of
the q’anaq’ tree. We serve estofado at weddings as well as at
ceremonial meals and elaborate parties.”
—Ingrid Haase, owner, El Pedregal restaurant, Tecpán Guatemala

National Geographic and the people of Guatemala present this
Geotourism MapGuide of Guatemala.
Lead project partners include the National Geographic Center for Sustainable
Destinations, National Geographic Maps, and Guatemala Geotourism Council,
with regional coordination provided by Alianza para el Turismo Comunitario of
USAID and Counterpart International, and the Guatemala Geotourism Council.
Funded by the Guatemala Tourism Board (INGUAT), the Guatemalan National
Coffee Association (ANACAFE), and the United States Agency for International
Development (USAID).

SEMUC CHAMPEY, LANQUÍN , ALTA VERAPAZ
ANGE BOURDA

Geotraveler Tips
Dressing up

Holy Week

A word of caution

Time for lunch

A learning experience

Verbs and pronouns

Pack a three season wardrobe. In the
eternal spring of Antigua Guatemala,
a light sweater will do for evening
strolls. In Petén, when humidity and
temperature both hit 38ºC (100ºF),
wear lightweight, loose-fitting pants
and short sleeved shirt. And don’t
forget “deet”-fortified insect repellent to defend against mosquitoes
during the rainy season from June to
September. For the HuehuetenangoQuiché-San Marcos highlands triangle,
a good fleece jacket is a necessity,
particularly if a hike up a volcano is on
the agenda.

Antigua Guatemala undoubtedly
hosts the most spectacular Holy
Week celebrations, with hundreds
of purple-robed men bearing statues
through the streets. But other towns
offer impressive spectacles, with
smaller crowds and less competition
for hotel rooms. In Santiago Atitlán,
Catholic traditions mix with Maya
symbolism, such as a life-sized figure
of Christ on a cross planted into the
“navel of the earth.” In Quetzaltenango, streets come alive with elaborate
patterns of colored sawdust and turn
fragrant with the scent of incense
and corozo, the flower of sorrows.

Security is a worldwide problem,
and Guatemala shares many of the
issues affecting developing countries. Some places are relatively
safe, such as the center of Antigua
Guatemala and busy areas of
Guatemala City. Elsewhere, don’t
go off the beaten path alone, particularly at night. Hire a local guide when
visiting remote areas. Keep your
valuables secure and cameras and
camcorders discreetly out of sight.
When in doubt about safety, get
advice from your hotel’s front desk.

A little storefront restaurant crowded
with families usually means honest
food, very low prices, and speedy service. Make your choice from the hand
lettered menú del día sign in front.
In and around Antigua Guatemala,
a traditional standby is chicken in
pepián, a sauce made from ground
squash seeds. In the Verapaces, try
kaq’ik, turkey stewed in chili and coriander sauce regarded as part of the
country’s intangible cultural heritage.
A Caribbean specialty is tapado, a
sumptuous soup featuring fish, shellfish, sweet potatoes and plantains,
all cooked in coconut milk.

Take your curiosity to the classroom
to get a deeper understanding of
Guatemalan life and culture. A
cooking school in Antigua Guatemala offers classes on preparing
dishes from the country’s Spanish
and Maya heritage. In San Pedro La
Laguna, skilled weavers teach the
mysteries of the backstrap loom. In
Quetzaltenango visitors can study
Maya languages and traditions. The
language, dance, and music of the
Garífuna have been recognized by
UNESCO as an Intangible Cultural
Heritage of Humanity site.

Sign up at one of Guatemala’s
relaxed and inexpensive Spanish
schools, located in the country’s
prettiest towns. Most offer options to
board with a local family for cultural
as well as linguistic immersion. The
country is famous for its schools,
and even moderately priced ones
have well-qualified instructors.
Check out more information on
the Internet.

Text by Sthephany Davila, author; Marcela Matamoros, Rony MejÍa, and Tom
Miller, editors; Design editing by Alejandro VÍtola.
Map notes by Angela Burnford and Marcela Matamoros.
Data provided by Shuttle Radar Topography Mission v2, NASA/NGA; Center for
International Earth Science Information Network (CIESIN), Columbia University;
Comisión Centroamericana de Ambiente y Desarrollo (CCAD)—Banco Mundial
(BM); Instituto Geográfico Nacional (IGN), Guatemala; UMD Global Land Cover
Classification, University of Maryland Global Land Cover Facility.
Visit www.geoturismoguatemala.com to learn more about Guatemala and its
spectacular landscape and culture.
AUTHORIZED FOR DISTRIBUTION: resolution No. 280-2009,

Instituto Geográfico Nacional “Ing. Alferdo Obiols Gómez”,
Valid for this run, December 2009,
This map was produced using information from Instituto Geográfico Nacional,
Guatemala C.A.
Copyright © 2009 National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.

How This MapGuide Was Made
The people of Guatemala helped build this
MapGuide by nominating the places and
telling the stories of this region. A diverse
regional alliance, the Guatemala Geotourism
Council, has formed to engage visitors and
residents in strategies that sustain and enhance the special qualities of this country.
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he girl was just sitting at the park bench.
While her mother was talking to an old
friend, she was carefully watching people
crossing the plaza. To their left, a Ladino
man carrying a suitcase ran to catch the bus.
To their right, a Garífuna family was celebrating.
She couldn’t hear them in the distance, but she
saw the smiles on their faces and their cheerful
dance. Nearby, some Maya leaders were talking
and sharing opinions. ‘How different we are,’ the
girl thought, while remembering that, like her, they
are all Guatemalan.
In just 108,889 square kilometers (42,000
square miles) 22 Maya languages are spoken,
plus Xinka on the Southeast, Garífuna on the
Caribbean, and Spanish everywhere. Guatemalan culture is one and twenty-five at a time.
Of course, not all people are the same. To
the East, for example, dwellers share a cowboy
style because their main economic activities
relate to cattle. To the South, however, people
are dedicated to fishing or working at sea; their
wardrobe, cuisine, and traditions are noticeably
different. It is in this diversity that we celebrate
our uniqueness.
Guatemalans have found the way to fuse
this distinctiveness. This quality, along with the
strong relation to nature, is found everywhere,
from local art to agricultural techniques and cultural expressions.
This country is a land of finders. Our people
find the proclamation of a sunny day in the song
of a bird; they find in the simplest detail the
main idea of a masterpiece; they extract the
extraordinary from the ordinary; and they find in
a small seed the hope of tomorrow’s life.
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El Estor
El Estor can be a good departure point
for visiting various tourist attractions
nearby such as: Caxlampón Caves
(Pek Kolol Caves), the river and canyon
of El Boquerón, as well as various
rivers and Q'eqchi' communities such
as the Releb Ha Community Reserve.
The town has a good selection of
hotels and restaurants for different
tastes and budgets.
Releb Ha
Community Reserve
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Río Dulce Canyon
Take a boat trip through this spectacular
river gorge. Dip your toes in the hot springs.

Finca Tatín
Punta de Palma
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El Boquerón
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Garinagu or
Garífuna Festival
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Caxlampón Caves
(Pek Kolol Caves)
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Multicultural Museum
of Livingston
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Livingston
This enchanting Caribbean town is home
to Garífuna, Q’eqchi’, Hindu, and Ladino
people. Its variety of hotels, restaurants of
traditional Caribbean food, and lively night
life, make it an appealing place to visit and
the perfect base point for visiting other
tourist attractions in Izabal.
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Hacienda Tijax
Go horseback riding, hiking, or
kayaking. Learn about the private
jungle reserve’s reforestation efforts.
Sail the lake at sunset and slumber
in your cabin overlooking the water.
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Playa Blanca
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Chocón Machacas Protected Biotope
Mangroves and humid forest provide
habitat dedicated to protect the
manatees. Visit Lagunitas Salvador
village, stay in the community-run hotel,
and learn how the families live in balance
with the protected area around them.
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fend against pirates looking to steal
merchandise traveling to and from Spain.
The fort has been restored and guided
tours are offered year-round.
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Museum
Other point of interest
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Archaeological site
Natural or scenic area

Bocas del Polochic Wildlife Refuge
Canoe the wetlands or walk the
trails and watch for howler monkeys,
anteaters, and tapirs.

MAYA AND LADINO GIRLS, ANTIGUA GUATEMALA
ALEJANDRO VÍTOLA

Map Key
Departmental capital
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PROTECTED SPRING RESERVE
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Ak’ Tenamit Association
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A thriving Q'eqchi' Maya community
%MSQD 2¼NR
development program. Purchase paper
products and masks made by residents,
try a traditional fish and vegetable meal
at the restaurant, or stroll the interpretive
nature trail.
3@M &Q@MBHRBN
Las Escobas River and Trails
Tour
the
humid
tropical
jungle,
swim
in
Fort of San Felipe
the turquoise ponds, or wander through
Visit this defensive fortress built at
the visitor center and handicrafts store.
the beginning of the XVI century to
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Essence of the Country
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Guatemala's People

Punta de Manabique Wildlife Refuge
White sand beaches, mangrove swamps,
savannahs, and rain forest meet in one
of Guatemala’s wildest and least visited
areas, providing habitat for nesting sea
turtles, manatee, jaguar, tapir, and the
endangered yellow-headed parrot.
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Protected area
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Some boundaries shown are not necessarily
those recognized by the National Geographic
Society but reflect legal requirements of the
Republic of Guatemala.

Quiriguá
This UNESCO World Heritage site
contains many important late Classic
(A.D. 600-900) Maya monuments found
nowhere else—massive boulders, called
zoomorphs, carved to represent animals
and covered with glyphs, and Maya
civilization's largest stelae, which stands
11 meters (36 feet) tall.
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Creativity

A Green Caribbean

Clay, paints, leather, wood, and fiber are the raw materials
for Guatemalan artisans, whose inspiration comes from
their surroundings. Nature can be found in every piece, from
a decorated plate showing Lake Atitlán’s landscape to a
leather cowboy belt with colorful embroidery.

Izabal, one of Guatemala’s important land-and-marine life
sanctuaries, is comprised of more than 20 protected areas,
the country’s largest lake, as well as rivers and mountains.
This area is considered “the green jewel of the Caribbean,”
and its preservation is supported by local residents, the national government, and international organizations.

“When I see a bird, I examine the patterns of its feathers
and see how it turns its head. When I paint a bird on a cup
or a plate, I paint a real bird, but with colors that my own
mind chooses.”

“We are Maya, and nature is truly important to us. We know
we must care for our flora and fauna, and we do. Our primary
goal is to teach our people the importance of protecting the
environment and strengthen services for the Q’eqchi’. By
developing local art and sustainable tourism, we can abandon
practices that damage nature.”

"%,):%

—José Efraín, potter, San Antonio Palopó

“We want to rescue what our grandmothers knew about
natural dyes before it’s lost forever. Our colors come from
plants and minerals, even charcoal. Most weavers today use
chemical dyes, which are strong and harsh. Natural colors
are soft, and they are good for the environment. We cultivate
the trees and herbs we need for dyes, so we will always
have them.”

—Guillermo Pérez, general administrator, Ak’ Tenamit
Association, Río Dulce National Park
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—Rosalinda Tay Mendoza, dyer and weaver,
San Juan La Laguna

Izabal is also the melting pot of a very diverse culture.
Garífuna, Ladino, Maya Q‘eqchi’, and Hindu people have
coexisted in this land, enriching local traditions and cultural
expressions.

'T@SDL@K@ 
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“Our artwork transmits traditions described by our elders,
such as dances, markets, and rural life. One of the scenes
I like to paint is a Maya dentist pulling a tooth. All of us use
different styles to portray these scenes. My style is overhead views.”

OSCAR PEREM, A TRADITIONAL ARTIST, TOWN OF COMALAPA
ANA WERREN

“A Garífuna is spiritual, cheerful, and charismatic. Our background is a source of pride to us and we have preserved our
culture for more than two centuries. Our distinctive food,
clothes, and traditions have all been maintained. Every
November 26, Garífuna Day, we celebrate ourselves and our
roots with social and religious activities.”

GARÍFUNA GIRLS, LIVINGSTON, IZABAL
GUATEMALA TOURISM BOARD - INGUAT

—Diana Martínez Leiva, secretary, Women Association
Afroamérica XXI, Livingston

—Angelina Quic, painter, Xokomeel Association
of Maya Art, San Juan La Laguna
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Andrés Xecul
!" San
Yellow church with colorful decorative
motifs, mixture of Christian images and
local samples of flora and fauna. Also
visit the local Maximon deity.

Francisco El Alto
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Corazón del Bosque Ecological Park
Kick back at this community-owned, familyfriendly eco-resort with cabins in the woods,
traditional Maya stone saunas, hiking trails
through pine oak forest, and a restaurant
serving Guatemalan dishes made from
locally-grown ingredients.

Historic center of
Quetzaltenango (Xela)
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Day of the Holy Cross
and Assumption Day in
Laguna Chicabal
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Fuentes Georginas
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Sololá Market

Tzununá and
Jaibalito
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Chuiraxamoló
Ecological Park
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San Pedro Volcano
Ecological Park
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Lake Atitlán
Central America's deepest lake, Atitlán, is
actually a volcanic caldera that descends to an
estimated depth of 305 meters (1,000 feet).
Using Panajachel as a departure point (there
are many tourism services here) you can take
a boat ride to Santiago Atitlán, the largest
lakeside town and capital of the Tz’utujil Maya
nation. Fridays and Sundays are market days
and the best time to find good deals and mix
with locals. Head to the lake's western shores
and take the popular culture tour of San Juan
La Laguna—you'll see the town's sights and
interact with Tz’utujiles artisans. Hire a guide
(and you can also rent a horse) in nearby San
Pedro La Laguna and ascend San Pedro Volcano
or go by kayak, and take in the magnificent
views from the surface of the still, crystal
blue water.
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Map Key

National capital

Los Andes Private Natural Reserve
Visit this well-preserved area dedicated to the
study and conservation of the quetzal, and you
might have the chance to see one of these
magnificent birds in its natural habitat.


Historic site

The lesson is about to begin. Pairs of students and teachers
sit in a courtyard shaded by flowering trees; no classroom
is needed. By the time the students leave, they will know far
more than just language.

1
Iximché
Give yourself some time to explore the
:@Q@FNY@
temples, plazas, and ball courts of this
Kaqchikel kingdom capital founded
0@SYHB¼@
in 1470. Iximché later became the
CA1
San Simón
country's first Spanish settlement
Festival
La
Azotea
Cultural
Center
and capital.
Family-owned since 1883, Finca La
Azotea coffee plantation (on the
outskirts of Antigua Guatemala) recently
expanded to include the Coffee Museum,
Casa K’ojom Mayan Music Museum,
Rincón de Sacatepéquez Museum, and
La Ronda Equestrian Facility. Observe
coffee processing, visit the working
mill, view Maya musical instruments,
learn about village life around Antigua
0NBGTS@
Guatemala, or take a horseback tour of
the farm and surrounding valley.
El Retiro Finca and Lodge
0QHU@SD M@STQ@K QDRDQUD BNEEDD @MC
A@M@M@ OK@MS@SHNMR @MC KNCFHMF
F@
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Acatenango
 L
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Volcano
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Los Tarrales Private Natural Reserve
Enjoy a birdwatching tour where you might
spot fascinating species such as the horned
Fuego Volcano
 L
guan and the azure-rumped tanager. Coffee
@BSHUD
 ES
tours, nature tours, and ornamental plant tours
are also available.



Festival
Natural or scenic area
Other point of interest
Urban area
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Relief Map
A nearly 1,858-square-meter
(20,000-square-foot) open air map of
Guatemala, created in 1905 and best
viewed from the observation platforms.
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Historic Center Festival

San Felipe de Jesús

Historic Guatemala City
In order to experience Central America’s
largest metropolis, Guatemala City, start
at the Plaza Mayor, the city’s central park,
filled with local residents, musicians, and
street vendors, especially on weekends.
Facing the park is the Metropolitan
Cathedral, which contains ornate altars
and the country’s oldest Christian image
(the “Virgin of Perpetual Help”).
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Popenoe House, Center
of Popular Art, Handicrafts Market
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Central Market
Get lost in this astonishing maze of
handicrafts from all over the country.
Taste traditional dishes prepared in small
dinners inside the market or shop for
flowers, fruits, and vegetables.
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Agua Volcano
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Festival of the Rosary Virgin
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Filadelﬁa Coffee Resort
& Spa

Naciones Unidas
National Park
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Kaminal Juyú

Senderos de Alux Celebration of the
Ecological Park Virgin of Guadalupe
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Antigua Guatemala
Antigua Guatemala, a UNESCO World Heritage
site, is rich in Spanish colonial architecture
and vibrant culture. The Cathedral of Santiago
retains a 17th-century façade, but behind the
church are soaring ruins from the original mid1500s cathedral destroyed by earthquakes.
Pull up a bench in the picturesque Central
Park for some relaxation and people-watching.
Visit during Semana Santa (the week before
Easter) and experience what some consider
the most lively and elaborate religious
festivities in the Americas.
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Pacaya Volcano National Park
One of the most active volcanoes in
Guatemala; you might actually see the
lava flow. It is easy to access and climb,
especially with a local guide.

SCALE 1:190,080
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Giant Kite Festival
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Protected area

"A visitor who wants to understand our culture must first
learn Spanish. Here, students do much more than study
four hours a day. They live the language around the clock
by staying with families and visiting communities where
they talk with potters and weavers. They go to religious sites
and meet with spiritual leaders. Students learn to cook,
Guatemalan style. A Maya woman teaches them how to
make tortillas, showing them how to prepare the masa—
corn flour mixed with water—and then pat it thin. This is
how we teach Spanish, and the results are terrific."
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Valhalla Experimental Station
The Macadamia tree is the key to this
successful agribusiness—local residents
participate in sustainable forestry and earn
regular income. The tree also provides
a nutritious food source and a form of
renewable energy. Tour the farm, try the
macadamia pancakes or chocolates, or get
more involved by volunteering for a month
or more.
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Departmental capital
Archaeological site

Tolimán
Volcano
Atitlán Volcano
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Learning
Experiences
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Celebration of Maximón
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Helvetia Mill and Casa Xara
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San Pedro Sacatepéquez
San Juan Comalapa
Pictorial Art, Music, &
The markets of San Pedro and San Juan
3O@MHRG BNKNMH@K BGTQBG SQ@CHSHNM@K
Architecture of Comalapa
3TMC@X L@QJDS @MC @ UHAQ@MS @QSR BNLLTMHSX Sacatepéquez are among the liveliest
ones close to Guatemala City. Trading
occurs every day with a peak in activity
CA1
on weekends. Kaqchikel culture can be
seen at its best while people buy and sell
textiles, handicrafts and especially the
world renowned flowers.
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Finca La Sociedad

Mixco Viejo
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Tecpán Guatemala
Step into Restaurant Katok, Kapé
Paulinos, or El Pedregal for a taste of the
cuisine that makes this region famous.
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Comunidad Nueva
Alianza
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Suban'ik
When stopping in San Martín Jilotepeque
be sure to try suban'ik, a dish traditionally
served at special celebrations. The deep
red, stew-like meal consists of beef, pork,
or turkey prepared in a blend of tomatoes,
spices, and peppers, accompanied by
tamales and rice and artfully presented in
a large pottery plate.
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Chicabal Volcano and Lagoon
Climb to the lagoon on the crater of the
volcano and admire the cloud forest
and landscape that surrounds this protected area and sacred Maya site. Forty
days after Easter, a ceremony to ask for
rain is celebrated, although, all through
the year, Maya priests and families
celebrate traditional ceremonies with
offerings of flowers and other gifts.

Panajachel
Stroll through the interpretive nature trails
and butterfly garden of Atitlán Natural
Reserve. Take a few moments in front
of the grand façade of 16th-century St.
Francis of Assisi church. Learn about this
volcanic region's history at Lake Museum
of Atitlán.
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Copavic, Glass Blowing
Cooperative
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La Muela
A challenging hike with spectacular
rock formations and stunning views of
the surrounding valley.
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Festival of the
Rosary Virgin
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Quetzaltenango
In Guatemala's second-largest city,
also known as Xela (pronounced
shay-la), you can shop at the lively La
Democracia market, visit the Municipal
Theater, and Cathedral, and find weaving cooperatives, art exhibits, and live
local music. World famous Spanish
Schools offer home stays and a wide
variety of complementary activities.
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Chichicastenango
Experience the colors and textures of the
thriving Mercado de Chichi, where you can buy
pottery, textiles, and intricate wood carvings for
which the town is famous. Maya and Catholic
cultures blend at the imposing 16th-century
church of Santo Tomás, built on pre-Columbian
steps where Maya residents regularly perform
religious rituals.
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Modern Life

The rainy season—May to October—moistens and revitalizes
the soil. Even though most of the land is alive with native
forests, the arable portion is ideal for agriculture. Maize,
black beans, and tomatoes are the main products grown for
local consumption, while coffee, sugar, bananas, broccoli,
and peas head a growing list of exports.

What to do? When in the city, activities definitely tend to a
modern-life style. Every-day activities may include shopping,
fine dining, experiencing lively nightlife, or having a good cup
of coffee with some friends. And if that is not enough, the
schedule can be filled out with theatrical performances, art
cinema, opera, ballet presentations, and contemporary art and
design exhibitions. Any of Guatemala’s main cities, including
Guatemala City, La Antigua Guatemala, Quetzaltenango, Cobán,
and Chiquimula, offer all the urban action, of course, the
Guatemalan way.

—Andy Burge, owner, Finca Los Tarrales, Suchitepéquez

Cultivation is also influenced by geography and climatic conditions. People from different regions of the country adapt
and diversify their agricultural practices.
“I am the fourth generation of coffee growers in Acatenango,
better known as ‘The land of coffee.’ Everything I know about
coffee, I learned from my family. We produce it according to
climate and water resources, using knowledge accumulated
through the generations. If anyone wants to learn about the
coffee process, from the field to the cup, he can visit the region during the harvest season—December to mid-March—
and he will be received like a family friend.”
—Enio Pérez, owner, Finca La Soledad, Acatenango

FESTIVALS & EVENTS

GUATEMALA CITY MUSEUMS

Celebration of the Black Christ of Esquipulas Chiquimula (January 15) One of the largest
pilgrimages in Central America ends at the Basilica of the Black Christ at Esquipulas with
celebrations, rituals, traditional food, and local crafts.

Casa MIMA 8a Avenida 14-12, Zona 1 (Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-5 p.m.) Furniture,
clothing, and other objects of the 19th and 20th centuries inside a restored 19th-century
town house.

Rabinal Achí Dance Baja Verapaz (January 25) Highlights a Maya theatrical play with masked
dance, theater, and music. UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity event.
Holy Week (Semana Santa) National (March or April) Easter festivities that combine Catholic
rituals with local and ethnic traditions.

Children's Museum 5a Calle 10-00, Zona 13 (Tuesday-Friday 8 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-4:30
p.m., Saturday-Sunday 9:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. and 2:30-6 p.m.) A wide variety of exhibits
taking you on a journey through space, the human body, a coffee plantation, and a giant
Lego exhibit.

Celebration of Maximón Santiago Atitlán (Holy Thursday) Honors San Simón (a deity
representing a mixture between Maya, Catholic, and Magical beliefs) with offerings, burning
of candles, and magical rituals.

Ixchel Museum of Indigenous Dress Universidad Francisco Marroquín, end of 6a Calle,
Zona 10 (Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.) Collection of textiles from
some 120 indigenous communities and two permanent exhibitions of paintings.

Day of the Holy Cross and Assumption Day in Laguna Chicabal San Martín Chile Verde,
Quetzaltenango (May 3rd and August 15th) Celebrates special dates on the Maya
calendar with ceremonies and offerings such as flowers, incense, and crosses.

Miraﬂores Museum 7a Calle 21-55, Zona 11 (Tuesday-Sunday 9 a.m.-7 p.m.) Dedicated
to the history of the Kaminaljuyu archaeological site.

Celebration of San Pedro every town called San Pedro (June 26th) Practices vary from town
to town, but the celebration is held around the summer equinox which has great relevance
in Maya culture.
Rabin Ajaw Indigenous Festival Cobán, Alta Verapaz (end of July) Features indigenous
traditions with music, dance, and food, and the election of Rabin Ajaw (The Daughter of the
King) as a Maya representative.
Historic Center Festival Guatemala City (August) Highlights arts and culture through art
exhibits, performances, dances, and music.

COFFEE PICKING AT FINCA HUIXOC, HUEHUETENANGO
JOSUÉ MORALES ARAOS

geo.tour.ism (n): Tourism
that sustains or enhances the
geographical character of a
place—its environment, culture,
aesthetics, heritage, and the
well-being of its residents.

LIVING MAYA CULTURE
GUATEMALA TOURISM BOARD - INGUAT

Independence Day National (September 15th) National holiday celebrating the independence
of Guatemala with parades, decorations, and marching bands.

National Museum of Modern Art 6a Calle and 7a Avenida, La Aurora No. 6, Zona 13
(Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Saturday-Sunday 9 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and 1:30-4 p.m.)
Showcases Guatemala's finest contemporary art, especially painting and sculpture.

All Saint’s Day and Day of the Dead National (November 1-2) Honoring all saints and the
departed souls of the dead. Practices vary from town to town, but usually include visits to
the cemetery and the eating of ﬁambre or other special traditional dishes. The best places to
enjoy this festival are Sumpango and Santiago Sacatepéquez (Sacatepéquez) with their giant
paper kites, and Todos Santos Cuchumatán (Huehuetenango).

National Museum of Natural History 6a Calle 7-30, Zona 13 (Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.4 p.m., Saturday-Sunday 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 2-4 p.m.) A rich collection of flora and fauna
from different regions of Guatemala.

Maya New Year National, mainly Maya people (varies) Includes traditional ceremonies, rituals,
and offerings at sacred sites. This celebration's date is based on the Maya Calendar.

—Vania Vargas, director, Luna Park Magazine, Quetzaltenango

National Museum of Archaeology and Ethnology 6a Calle and 7a Avenida, La Aurora
No. 5, Zona 13 (Tuesday-Friday 9 a.m.-4 p.m., Saturday-Sunday 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and
1:30-4 p.m.) Extensive collection of archaeological pieces of Guatemala Maya culture,
including jade, obsidian, and ceramic objects, stelae and tombs of royalty.

San Simón Festival San Andrés Itzapa (October 28th) Celebrates San Simón (a deity
representing a mixture between Maya, Catholic and Magical beliefs) with offerings of liquor,
tobacco, burning of candles, and magical rituals.

Christmas Eve National (December 24th) Celebrates the birth of Christ with music, traditional
food, rituals, gifts, and social activities.

“Since its first edition in 2007, Luna Park magazine has
become a showcase for young artists and writers. We promote
cultural events like cinema, music, fine arts, and book presentations. Quetzaltenango’s cultural activity includes events such
as the International Poetry Fest, Cinespacio—a space that
has brought cinema to the streets—and the ‘Gran Teatrito’
theater festival.”

Museum of the University of San Carlos 9a Avenida 9-79, Zona 1 (Monday,
Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m., Saturday 9:30 a.m.-1 p.m.)
Permanent, temporary, and mobile exhibitions on the history and work of the
University, and national culture and art.

National Museum of History 9a Calle 9-70, Zona 1 (Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Saturday 9 a.m.-12 p.m. and 1-4 p.m.) Exhibition of historic objects reflecting the
economy, society, and culture of Guatemala since independence in 1821.

Celebration of the Virgin of Guadalupe Guatemala City (December 12th) In honor of the Virgin of
Guadalupe, patron of Guatemala City. All the children are dressed in traditional outfits.

—Ana Rosa Orozco, administrative adviser, Miguel Ángel
Asturias Cultural Center, Guatemala City

XIX Century Brewery Museum end of 3a Avenida Norte, Finca el Zapote, Zona 2
(Monday-Thursday 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Friday 8:30 a.m.-4 p.m.) Historical objects,
machinery, and photos of the beer making process.

Festival of the Rosary Virgin Guatemala and Quetzaltenango (October 7th) Commemorates
the day of the Rosary Virgin with traditional food, games, and handicrafts.

Garinagu or Garífuna Festival Livingston, Izabal (November 20-30) Highlights the Garífuna
culture and the Day of the Garífuna with music, dance, and traditional food.

“The Guatemalan National Theater, known as 'Miguel Ángel
Asturias Cultural Center,' is a masterpiece. Just as its creator,
Guatemalan artist Efraín Recinos, conceived it, the building’s shapes and colors naturally integrate to the landscape.
There are months when the center holds some 50 events and
receives more than 30,000 visitors. They come to enjoy a wide
range of cultural activities such as theater, dance, concerts,
and art exhibitions.”

National Palace of Culture 6a Avenida and end of 6a Calle, Zona 1 (daily 9 a.m.-12 p.m.
and 2-5 pm.) Initially used exclusively as the presidential palace from 1943 to the early
1990s, it now also houses works of Guatemala's most prominent artists.
Popol Vuh Museum and Permanent Exhibit of the Lienzo de Quauhquechollan
Universidad Francisco Marroquín, end of 6a Calle, Zona 10 (Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Saturday 9 a.m.-1 p.m.) One of the best collections of pre-Columbian and colonial art,
along with other folklore such as traditional dance masks and clothing. The Lienzo de
Quauhquechollan exhibit displays details of this 16th-century cloth pictograph which
chronicles the conquest of Guatemala.

COFFEE SHOP, GUATEMALA CITY
ANA WERREN

“Sixty Kaqchikel families make their living on this farm.
Some grow and process coffee or raise ornamental plants;
all of them protect our natural areas. They also work in
tourism as guides, cooks, and bread bakers. Wildlife thrives
beneath the canopy of shade-grown coffee and forest habitats, and this attracts visitors. Nature tourism supported by
government incentives make it possible to conserve these
forests as a private reserve and still make a living.”

VISITORS ADMIRING VALUABLE MAYA PIECES, POPOL VUH MUSEUM,
FRANCISCO MARROQUÍN UNIVERSITY, GUATEMALA CITY
ALEJANDRO VÍTOLA

Guatemala

Produce of the Land

GIANT PAPER KITES, ALL SAINT'S DAY FESTIVAL, SANTIAGO SACATEPÉQUEZ
ALEJANDRO VÍTOLA

GeotourismMapGuide

—Nicolás Tichoc Rodríguez, director, Jardín de América
Spanish School, Panajachel

